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Season 4, Episode 24
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Day 4: 6:00 A.M.-7:00 A.M.



As the missile speeds toward its destination, Mandy cuts a deal with Jack and the President to give up Marwan's location in exchange for a full pardon on all of her crimes.

Tony and Michelle share a happy reunion, but Jack finds his relationship with Audrey shattered as she makes her feelings known.

Logan's advisor suggests a drastic course of action when the Chinese government demands that Jack be handed over to them for trial. Palmer tries desperately to warn Jack of the danger against him.

Jack's life changes forever as Tony, Michelle and Chloe help him to evade the trap set for him by Secret Service.
Quest roles:
James Morrison(Bill Buchanan), Mary Lynn Rajskub(Chloe O'Brian), Dennis Haysbert(David Palmer), Carlos Bernard(Tony Almeida), Reiko Aylesworth(Michelle Dessler), Roger Cross(Curtis Manning), Jude Ciccolella(Mike Novick), Glenn Morshower(Aaron Pierce), Mia Kirshner(Mandy), Arnold Vosloo(Habib Marwan), Gregory Itzin(President Charles Logan), John Allen Nelson(Walt Cummings), Vic Chao(Agent McCallan), Joseph Hacker(Press Secretary)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
23 May 2005, 20:00
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